
Centre for Foreign Language Study 
Language Declaration form 2020 - 2021

Surname /  
family name First name(s) 

Student ID
(As on your campus card. 
Number starts with 000).

000

Nationality / 
native language

School / 
Department

Main degree 
programme

Level of study
(Undergraduate 
or postgraduate).

Your year of study 
in 2020 - 2021
(1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th year).

College

Email address
Must be your Durham 
email address, unless 
it hasn’t yet been 
assigned to you, or 
you don’t have access.

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6

Arabic N/A N/A N/A

Chinese N/A

French

German N/A

Italian Available in 
2021-22

Available in 
2021-22 N/A N/A

Japanese Available in 
2021-22 N/A

Korean Available in 
2021-22 N/A N/A N/A

Portuguese Not available in 2020 - 21. Returning in 2021-22.

Russian Not available in 2020 - 21. Returning in 2021-22.

Spanish

Make your choice of CFLS credit bearing module by marking X in the relevant box below.

If you are unsure as to which stage you should register for, please see 
www.dur.ac.uk/cfls/durhamstudents/register or page 3 of this form which provides details of entry levels. If 
you require further advice, please contact the relevant Language Coordinator. Details can be found on page 3.

Popular modules have several groups. Please check the selected module code to make sure that there are 
no unresolvable timetable clashes with your other module choices, and you will be allocated to groups 
automatically based on all students’ availability. Individual modules may not run in the event of an insufficient 
number of registrations. If you have registered onto a module which is at risk of cancellation, you will be 
advised accordingly.

Your details

Module selection

Please first check your eligibility by viewing www.dur.ac.uk/cfls/durhamstudents/restrictions. 



If you are studying a language module for which you will be awarded academic credits, you cannot study a 
module at a level where you may have previously achieved the learning outcomes, or where you could already 
pass the module assessments. You should be studying the language at a level where you are learning new 
material, not simply consolidating or refreshing knowledge that you have previously studied. There are extra-
curricular non-credit bearing language courses available for those who wish to refresh their language ability.

Please complete the box below to provide the following:

1. A declaration that you have never previously studied the chosen language to any meaningful extent.

Or 

2. If you have prior knowledge of the language:

a) Have you previously taken a course in the chosen language with the CFLS? If so, which one and when?

b) If you have studied the language before elsewhere, where was this, for how many hours per week, how long 
was/were the course(s), and how long ago?

c) Do you have a prior school qualification in the language, and at what grade? (e.g. GCSE, A level, Higher, 
pre-U, IB, ASP etc.)

d) Do you have any other qualification or certificate in the chosen language? (e.g. DELF, DELE, HSK, JLPT 
etc.)

e) Have you ever studied the language without taking a qualification? If so, where was this, for how many 
hours per week, how long was/were the course(s), and how long ago?

f) Do you have any family background in the chosen language (e.g. bilingual parents, heritage learning etc.)?

g) Have you ever been educated in a country where the chosen language is spoken? If so, were you taught in 
English or in the local language?

h) Have you spent time travelling or living in a country where the chosen language is spoken? When, where, 
and for how long?

In addition, please also indicate any other languages you may have learned, and to what level (e.g. if 
you are registering for Spanish, and you have previously studied French).

The box below must not be left blank. Please give as much detail as possible.

Declaration of experience and qualifications



If you haven’t yet submitted your selected CFLS module in Banner/DUO you should do so now and 
submit this declaration form so that we can approve your online registration. Within Banner/DUO please 
ensure that you select a language module delivered by the Centre for Foreign Language Study, prefixed 
CFLSxxxx. Module codes are listed below. 

General 
Mr Mark Critchley | Director

Mr Roger Ravanelli | Deputy Director

mark.critchley@durham.ac.uk

roger.ravanelli@durham.ac.uk

Arabic Mr Abed Al Zuweiri | Arabic Language Coordinator abedal-mutaleb.al-zuweiri@durham.ac.uk

Chinese Dr Li Li | Chinese Language Coordinator li.li@durham.ac.uk

French Mrs Anna Johnston | French Language Coordinator anna.johnston@durham.ac.uk

German Dr Alexander Burdumy | German Language Coordinator alexander.burdumy@durham.ac.uk

Italian Mrs Guisy Stott | Italian Language Coordinator giuseppina.stott@durham.ac.uk

Japanese Dr Kaoru Umezawa | Japanese Language Coordinator kaoru.umezawa@durham.ac.uk

Korean Dr Yoonjoung Choi | Korean Language Coordinator yoonjoung.choi@durham.ac.uk

Spanish Dr Marion Coderch | Spanish Language Coordinator marion.coderch@durham.ac.uk

Signature 
(please type 
your name) 

Date 

I declare that the information I have provided is complete and accurate.

Stage 1
Entry level: 
Beginner

Exit: 
A1 (CEFR)

Stage 2
 Entry level: 

GCSE

Exit level: 
A2 (CEFR)

Stage 3
Entry level: 

A2 (CEFR) or 
AS Level

Exit level: 
B1 (CEFR)

Stage 4
Entry level: 

B1 (CEFR) or A 
Level

Exit level: 
B2.1 (CEFR)

Stage 5
Entry level: 
B2.1 (CEFR)

Exit level: 
B2.2/C1.1 
(CEFR) 

(Advanced)

Stage 6
Entry level: 
C1.1 (CEFR)

Arabic CFLS1A11 CFLS1A21 CFLS1A31 N/A N/A N/A

Chinese CFLS1C11 CFLS1C21 CFLS1C31 CFLS1C41 CFLS1C51 N/A

French CFLS1F11 CFLS1F21 CFLS1F31 CFLS1F41 CFLS1F51 CFLS1F61

German CFLS1G11 CFLS1G21 CFLS1G31 CFLS1G41 CFLS1G51 N/A

Italian CFLS1I11 CFLS1I21 Available in Available in N/A N/A

Japanese CFLS1J11 CFLS1J21 CFLS1J31 CFLS1J41 Available in N/A

Korean CFLS1K11 CFLS1K21 Available in N/A N/A N/A

Portuguese Not available in 2020 - 21. Returning in 2021 - 22.

Russian Not available in 2020 - 21. Returning in 2021 - 22.

Spanish CFLS1S11 CFLS1S21 CFLS1S31 CFLS1S41 CFLS1S51 CFLS1S61

Confirmation and submission

Contact details

Please email your completed language declaration form to cfls.registration@durham.ac.uk

If you have further questions regarding language learning, including other languages, please contact 
cfls.admin@durham.ac.uk  
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